The Steel Woods – All of Your Stones Press Highlights
“The third and arguably finest release from these Nashville based Southern rockers
should have come with the anticipation it would elevate them to headliner status in
larger venues. Instead, it’s tinged with tragedy.” - 4.5 Stars American Songwriter
“With ‘All Of Your Stones’, the band has put out what is certain to become a careerdefining collection of songs whose themes and lyrics take on extraordinary significance
given the past few months. Cope’s powerful swan song is bittersweet, certain to find the
band their biggest audience yet.” - Glide Magazine
“…’All of Your Stones’ symbolizes a triumph of spirit, and a realization of a dream and
vision. Whether Jason “Rowdy” Cope knew in some cosmic way that his time was
limited, or the words and real-life circumstances intersected in some instances solely
due to coincidence, he made this record like it could be his last, pouring every once of
his soul into it…” - Saving Country Music
“…Cope can rest knowing this was the best set of songs the band ever delivered. “
- Country Standard Time
“This is a band that has volume in their back-pocket yet they don’t use it as their
singular weapon. The Steel Woods know how to craft a song that lives within the Rock
band realm.” - The Alternate Root
“…they laid the groundwork for the non-nonsense consolidation of country, metal and
classic rock…” - Magnet Magazine
“’All of Your Stones’ is a fitting farewell for the man who made it happen from the
beginning.” - The Amp
“It’s a decided detour from the stereotypical southern sound and yet another indication
of the Steel Woods’ determination to avoid falling into any specific nook or niche.”
- ★★★★ ½ Rock & Roll Globe
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